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Ordinal Utility Analysis

• Also called as Indifference Curve Analysis

• Given by J.R. Hicks and R.G.D. Allen

• Based on the basic philosophy that utility
cannot be measured as it is subjective

• Utility can only be ranked in the order of
preference as perceived subjectively by the
consumer

• Claimed to have fewer assumptions and more
realistic than cardinal utility analysis



Assumptions
• Rational behaviour of the consumer

• Utility cannot be measured but only can be ranked(ordinal).

• Consumer is interested in purchase of two goods

• Experience of utility is subjective

• Consumer possess complete information about price of the goods in
the market

• Price of the goods are given

• Taste, preference and habit of the consumer is constant

• Consumer choice is transitive . (if a>b,b>c then a>c)

• Consumer choice is consistent. ( if a>b then b >a not possible)

• Goods are homogenous and divisible hence indifference curve is
continuous and smooth.

• Consumer is capable of ranking all possible combination of two
goods.



CONTD..
• Consumer has non satiety, i.e. He always prefers

more to less of a reasonable amount of both the
goods

• hence he does not suffer from monomania and
the indifference curve is convex and does not cut
each other.

• law of diminishing marginal rate of substitution
prevails due to the basic axiom of law of
diminishing marginal utility hence indifference
curve is negatively sloped and convex in shape

• Total utlity of the consumer depends on the
quantities of the goods consumed. In other words
utility is additive, independent and ordinal



Tools of Ordinal Utility Analysis
• Indifference curve(ID curve): Locus of all possible

combination of two goods that give the same level of total
satisfaction or total utility to consumer.

• Set of indifference curves is called indifference map.

• Slope of the ID curve is called MRS(marginal rate of
satisfaction between two goods)

• MRSxy= MRS of good X for good y is delta y/delta x

• Where X is the added commodity and Y is the
replaced/substituted commodity and delta is the change in
the amount of concerned commodity.

• For the normal good the value of MRS is negative i.e.
Decreasing due to the two goods being substitutes due to
the axiom of law of diminishing marginal utility.



CONTD..

• Price line/Budget line: Locus of all possible
combination of two goods that the consumer can
buy with his given/limited/fixed money/income
given the price of the goods in the market,

• Slope of the price line is the inverse of price ratio
i. Px/Py.

• Where good x is the added commodity and good
y is the replaced or substituted commodity.



Properties of ID curve
1. ID curve slopes downwards from left to right for normal substitute

goods

2. ID curve is convex to the origin in shape for normal goods due to the
law of decreasing MRS and axiom of LDMU due to the nature of
human wants being satiable. It is also a sufficient condition for
reaching a unique and stable equilibrium for optimum combination
of two goods to be consumed for maximum satisfaction of wants
given the consumer’s income, market price of goods and keeping
the other things constant for a rational consumer.

3. ID curve is continuous and smooth for normal goods showing
perfectly divisible goods by assumption

4. Higher ID curve represents higher level of satisfaction

5. Total utility is same throughout the curve and MU and MRS or the
slope of the curve decreases through the curve as the amount of
added commodity increases



CONTD..
6. Two ID curves cannot intersect each other because that will not show

unique level of satisfaction.

7. ID curve do not touch the axes because that will show monomania
wherein the consumer consumes only one good and this is not the
rational behaviour by assumption.

8. Curvature of ID curve shows the degree of substitutability and
complementarities between two goods.

9. ID curves may not be necessarily parallel to each other as different
curves may have different slopes.

10. ID curves have infinite density. It means there is always a possibility
to draw at least one ID curve between two ID curves.

11. The numbers assigned to ID curves are arbitrary and have no
importance, hence can be assigned in any sequence

12. In reality the shape of ID curve is circular like bangles. The effective
region of ID curve showing Law of decreasing MRS is convex to
origin in nature



Properties of Price line
1. The price lines has a negative slope because

money/ income with the consumer is assumed to
be constant

2. The price line is a straight line because the slope
being inverse ratio of market prices of two
commodities being constant.

3. As the expenditure or the money/income of the
consumer increases the price line shifts parallely to
its right and vice versa

4. If the market price of the goods changes the slope
also changes.





Consumer’s equilibrium
• Here consumer’s equilibrium means the unique

combination of two goods that the consumer will
consume given his income, price of the goods and
his taste and preference.

• There are mainly 3 methods to calculate the
consumer’s equilibrium(point H in the diagram).

1. algebraic/mathematical method

2. graphical method

3. tabular method



CONTD..
• Necessary condition: The unique combination of the

equilibrium is found at he point where the ID curve and
price line are tangent to each other at a unique /single
point

OR,

The slope of two curves are equal ie.

(- )( delta y/ delta x) = px/py

(slope of ID curve) = (slope of price line)

• Sufficient condition: ID curve is convex to origin in
shape and negative in slope
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